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Gong Show Tonite!
Greaser Dance Friday Nite!
St. Valentine Mixer Upcoming!

January 27, 1977

Bridgewat~r State College

Vol. XLX No.1

Breslin Resigns, Leaves Vacancy
SGA,President vie for control of search cotnmittee
Jan. 24th
assistant dean's post will entail
coordinating career counseling
efforts.
The applicants for these positions
will be evaluated by each panel

Student leaders, however, recall the
animosity between Dean Breslin
and President Rondileau.
The vacancy created by· the
r~signation has createci a great
controversy. The dispute stems
from the proposals drafted by Dr.'
Rondileau for a search committee to
locate another administrator.

by Sue Lawson
"My name is Fr. Joseph
McNamara, and I'm your new
designated hitter." Such was the
"auto·introduction" to Bridgewarer
students, faculty and community
members, this past Sunday, by the
Catholic Center's latest campus
minister.
F r. Joe is a memeer of the
congregation of Oblates of Mary
Immaculate and comes to the
Center with a backround of eleven
ye::m;:, in Cdmpus rnin;sny. He: has
served. :at: .' SyraCllS(3 :'Unive:r~fy,i
Syracuse, .·,New York; Manhatten
College, Bronx, NewYorkCity, and
his last assignment; St. Clemmens
Student Center in the back bay area
of Boston. St. Clem mens provides
services and facilities for an area
housing some 40;000 students living
in the heavily saturated coliege area
of Boston.
Fr. Joe received word of his

The committee is to be composed
of eight faculty member
(administrative and instructional),
and five students. The panel will
~4",lf.

.

Jan. 18th

"If we are merely equal, we are
oppressed by our stewards," stated
Joe Lamothe, a student leader and
orator concerning the controversy
over the Dean of Students.
Dean of Students, Rose Breslin,
resigned her post officially on
January 15. She ended her
employment at BSC on December
23. The re'asons for her leaving are
officially stated as "persona!."

c()l)slt!~t'C1n,ifltE!rl1alse~r~~ tQrD~an

'!'bf "St~·de·nt~,.'Ass~date' 'D'~a~ .of
Students, .and Assistant Dean of
Students. The ratonale expounded
by Dr. Rondileaufor this internal
search is the financial squeeze this
institution is now locked into.
The position of Associate is
currently filled by Dean Deep, but it
is listed in case his post becomes
vacant during the search. The new

New Priest at
Catholic Center

Scholarship Deadline

EileEarly for
September Money
by Paut Broderick

proposal was raised by the Senate.
member who will then individually
by Christine Hansen
Dr. Rondileau's proposal,
submit their recommendations to
1 am quite disappointed in the
established
panel of eight faculty
President Rondileau. The Board of Senate. It is not doing its job ... We
Trustees will them receive Dr. are elected by the students to members and five students. SGA
recommended that equal
Cont. pg. 3
represent them. AU we are arguing
over is semantics. We must make representation of students be
recommendations." The preceding allowed for on the panel. The nature
is several exclaimations of senators ,of the dean being the Administrative
regarding the procedings of c:ontact with students and the
Tuesday, January 18. The matter frequency of that contact was sited
which produced such furor as the rationale. Another proposal
encompassed a letter received by and rationale was expressed by th~
SGA from President Rondileau Senate dealing with the new position
regarding two administrative of Assistant Dean of Student. The
positions. The positions are Dean of Senate fears this post may be a
Students, Associate Dean and duplication of the SGA career
counseling center. Further
Assistant Dean.
An applicant search has information and Senate·Admini·
commenced due to the resignation stration agreement is hoped to be
of Dean Rose Breslin. The search obtained to eliminate this pos~ibility.
for a new Dean is to be internal. It
The fourth and most furor
will be conducted by a student_producing problem was created by
faculty panel.
the letter's portion which stipulated
Several problems and misinterthe search as an internal one, An
pr£:ti:i.i9ns{lJ.'~~~~~ifh~~Q~':~ ",i!}~\?rnal ,~,eC\'(ch is on~' ~.ondud{;d.

the program. He has worked at the
school since 1970.
"The. deadline" for filing
"We participate in five fecl?ral
Mass achuse tts Schoia rship progrdmsoffinaricial assistance as
applications is a few weeks away/'well . Q.sonesiate program, the
said Financial Aid. Director' Dave MO$s. State Scholarship," he said.
Morwick as he handed me the "Howeuer,themost.uisibleprogram
documentthat could put$300 in my is the wo'rk/study_ Here we made
pocket come September.
almost $250t OOOavailable to. over
Reminding me that 1 should have 650 students.
the initial application back to him by
"We have been uerysuccessful in
February 15, Dave also mentioned getting federal money these last five
that Student Financial Statements, years, even though weare in
Porent's Confidential Statements tremendous competitionwifhbther
and Basic Grant Applications filed colleges for these funds. Also, "he
this spring will mean money in mid- continued, "] find that as our costs
September.
continue to increase, a larger
"1 work with a budget that this precentage of our students seek,
year, from all sources, will prolJide financial. assistance to continu.e
about $1.75 million. Next year their education."
approximately $2 million will be
Later this spring the, financial
ovaiable to the students of BSC.
office will run a series of workshops
"We stillbave. some federal to help students fill out' the difficult
money for loans and work/study," PCS, SFS and Basic Grant
Said the director, indicating that qpplications. Anyone who has filed
second semester qpplications are these.in the past can realize how
Quailable arid being processed at his helpful this' workshop will be.
Office.
"In order to receive early
Mr. Morwick, a BSC graduate, notification, you must fjle early,"
handles ouer$2million annually, reminds Dave. ''That way itgilJes us
Clnd has loanedBSC students over a chance to letyotiknow of any
$3 million in National' Direct' possible assistance you might need
Student Loans and HELP loans," before returning to school in
since the school was accepted into Setember,"

discqssionofrecomn1endatlon~,for. "~$pedf~UY irt~'rlh~ricr~iW}tbid'Hfu~s~

Father Joseph McNamara
assignm ent to Bridgewater just
prior to Christmas. The lack of time
remaining in the semester, after Fr.
Jack's departure last December,
prevented the Center's Board of
Governors from reviewing
candidates for the position of
campus minister before the onset of
the vacation. Because of this, Fr.
Joe's assignment to Bridgewater is
temporary for the time being.
However, he hopes that, once the
proper procedures are completed,
his assignment will become
permanent.
Fr. Joe's move to Bridgewater
marks the firsttime that he has been
the sole priest fo!, a campuS center,
but, he does not seem to have any
qualms about being able to fulfill his
duties. His plans are to expand the
present program offerings at the
Center and he hopes tha~ the new
year will bring a' new thrust to the
Center's involvement with thE,
campus and the community.
To helbachiev~ this goal, Fr. Joe
has,vviththeBOG's approval,
initiated the publishing ofa weekly
news.' bulletin . •• entitle.d .' "Cara", a
galiecwotd meaning "friends." The
bulletin will contain announcements
of actiVities at the Center as well as
short articles concerning the history
and contemporary affairs' of the
ch~rch.
.
.
Fr. McNamara says that, "he
never takes a day off," however he
does enjoy takipg in a' basketball
, game, or other sporting event, when
he gets the ·chance. He is happy to
be in Bridgewater and, is . looking
forward to staying with us

the formation of a committee and its within the' c;::urrerit co'llege staff.
The Senate, unanimously,
inquiry. Therirst was a question
dealing with the description of the announced their favoring of the
position. The inquiry was whether search becoming nationwide. The
there were. two or three· positions rationale was the limitation of the
open. The Senate deliberated for scope and talents of the applicants.
quite a .period of time to decipher .: After agreement was reached upon
the exact number. There are two tl-lis proposal, the semantics of a
posts available. Three are listed in formal statement to Dr, Rondileau
.order to allow for Dean Deep's were argued. Senator's Dushe]),
eligibility for Dean of Student. If he is Meehan, and Torey agreed upon
selected, his office (Associate Dean) the substance, but not the formality
will become vacant. ~n individual .of the words in the statement.
who may have applied for Dean of
When formality appeared to be
Students may fill this post.
settled and after several senators
In regards to the committee aired their disappointment in the
structure for screening the senate:s behavior, a question arose
Cont. pg.2
applicants, an objection and new,

Political Parties Class
Hears Gov. Dukakis'
New Money Program
On
Friday,
..
'December 10
. ' members 0 f .P ro fessor G uy CI'ff'
I ord'5
Political Partles, class at~ended th.e M
. h
E'
.
T
. . assac usetts conomlc
f
t B kt
C ~n erence a roc on.• · he excursion was sponsored by the Political
SClence Club.
. 1economic
.
The conference dealt with an explanat'Ion 0 f'th e h'Istonca
. 't'Izens 0 f t h'15
document presented by Governor Mic. hae'I Dl1k a'k'IS t0 th e CI
commonwealth. The . document
elab ora t es upon an economic
..
development program 1ntt.lated by the G overnor.
In attendance were Governor Dukakis .... Lt G
. Q'N 'n
Congressman Burke, mayors of sur.rou·nd'ln'g :t" ovedrntor
eJ d'
. '
.'
.
.
CI les an
owns an
variOUS cabmet secretanes. After brief introd t
. k h'
.. ' . d'd
11'
"
uc ory·remar S, testate
offiCIals flel e a sma number of questions fro th fl
Th' ; .
of inq.u.iries. concerned the. creation of a~ b tt m.b' e.. oor, l' e maJonty
~
.
. .
.
e er USIness c Imate.
'
In concludmg remarks, both Gov Duk k'
d C'
.. '
.
. . d'... ' .... h h .
.
a 15 an .. '. ongres.sman Burke
focuse
.
t f
h
upon e opes •and e
Car.t. er.Bot.h men antici . t'
xpec a l~n.s eld of President. Jimmy
.
'"
pa C? Carter proVldmg ec n
. ~ 't
f
Massachusetts whereas ~ '. .' ~
','
0 omlc asslsance or
O'Neill •• F.eder~I.Sta,te' C . . pre·':10
. us administrations have
not. Lt.' G.OV.
.' , .
Oord mator elab t d
. h' h
. h
'
ora e upon t 15. ope In t e
participants' discussion wh' h
., .
...
..... ". IC followed the
f
The pohbcal SCience rna' . . • .". '. '.' ~"
con erence.
S
trip and following class Jor ~ontmued the debate during their return
.'
seSSions. The
.' ..
.
.
.
l'
. '. excursion prOVided further
instructIon In the area of
economic policies.
reatlons between politics, parties, and
t'
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Letters to the Editor
Fix the Tennis Courts!
Dear Eoitor,
Proxiinity has been shown to
influence one's choice. However,
this is not the case concerning the
tennis courts adjacent to Scott Hall.
Through our actions we
communicate inner feelings and
attitudes, and by observing the
actions of many who play on these
courts, frustration is shown. There
is no question about it; there
definitely is a problem with the
condition of the tennis courts
between the Student Union and
Scott Hall. Many people agree with
my statement, especially the tennis
players. There seems to be more
than enough criteria which can be
presented to renovate these courts.
Among the better reasons are their
difficulty to play on their disgraceful
appearance.
Frustration is shown by many
who play on these courts. It is bad
enough when a player has a
voluminous amount of shots fail to
reach their destination, but the
numerous cracks in the playing
surface and shredded nets only add
to and increase the frustration. The
road between Boyden and Scott has
a better playing surface than this
disaster area called 'tennis courts'.
Repeatedly, people attempting to
play on these courts find it only to be
a frustrating endeavour. The
player's exiting performance may
already be enough for him to dropkick his racquet over the fence, but
with the many other· add
determinan\s it is an unforgettable
experience.lhe nets look like they
were in Hiroshima when the Atomic
Bomb was dropped. No one on the
college tennis team level would dare
play a serious match on these
courts. When two or three points
per game, every game, have to be
replayed due to th~ ball's
.ricochetting off a three-inch wide
crack in the surface or' the ball's
hitting in the vicinity of the area
where the top of the net is supposed
to be, and no one is able to
determine whether it actually went
over or not; then it's time to
renovate the courts.

Only five years ago the courts
were in reasonably good condition.
A graduate student stated, 'We
would set up about forty chairs
around the courts and they would
soon be filled when we had a
match. The nets he played with are
still there. The nets could be fifteen
or twenty years old. These courts
are definitely difficult to play on,
which includes injuries such as
sprained ankles from the cracks and
ruts and torn clothing; the result of
a tom and jagged chain link fence.
Another reason in support of the
renovation of the Scott Hall tennis
courts is that they are a dismal sight.
Both buildings surrounding it, Scott
Hall and the Student Union, are
fairly new and well maintained. This
contrast is depressingly obvious. It
seems ironic that even though these
courts are the most deplorable
piece of real estate on the campus,
money is not allotted for their repair
and renovation. This problem
should not be treated superficially.
There are a few less important
. reasons why these courts should be
renovated. One; that they may
attract more good tennis players
and help maintain BSe's tennis
program as the strong unit that it is.
Two; there are approximately seven
hundred physical education majors .
who would enjoy and appreciate
them. (Not to mention the team.
players who contributed to the
school's 9-0-0 record this past fall.)
Various funding projects
including a benefit dance raffles, and
a car wash would aid this cause.
They should' be organized very
short\y~ The student body must
show' more incentive! It almost
seems audacious to write this
article. The condition of the courts
must not be allowed to continue: .If
the student body helps in the
funding project the tennis courts
can be renovated over the summer.
Come on!! Be proud of all aspects of
your school. Beware, you
pessimists--the courts will be
renovated.
Glenn Guenard
N

'Thanks' from SGA
On behalf of the members of the
Student Services Committee of the
Student Government Association,
as wen as other members of the
SGA who have participated in
helping to make. the SGA Book
Exchange a' success the first time
around, I would like to thank aU of
the people who dropped books off,
those who bought books and those
who just stopped in to see what it
was all about. Also we are very
grateful to Mr. Tony Souza and Fr.
Joe McNamara of the Catholic
Center for their cooperation.
We are now taking steps to make
the SGA Boqk Exchange a once-asemester event~ but it is going' to
require the support of as many
people as possible, like 4,350 (the

ultimate goal), the entlre student
enrollment at Bridgewater.
One of our few regrets is that
there was a limited number of cases
at the Book Exchange in which
people have walked off with other
people's books without paying for
them. There are always a few people
in every crowd who try their best to
ruin everything for the rest of us.
But we will try again and the SGA
Book Exchange will be back next
semester (and every other
semester, hopefully) bigger and
better than believed possible.
Watch for more details later.
Sincerely yours,
Michael J. MacHardy
Chairman, Student Services
Committee

Pedestrian Ski Report
Dear Editor,
Here are the latest and greatest
up-to-date ski conditions on the
Bridgewater State College
sidewalks. The trails to the
commuter parking lot are
untouched but for human feet
(mostly commuter-type human feet~
for that matter). The trails are
covered w~th powdery snow and an
ice base.
Trails in front of the library and
student union have the heaviest

snow accumulation with areas of
snow hitting up to the ankles. This
also has an ice base and also has
been virtually untouched save for a
rare spade or two.
Trails behind the student union
are ice·covered with virtually no
well as trails leading up to
snow,
Boyden.
To sum up conditions for the
skater and skier range from good to
excellent and· for the pedestrian,
extremely hazardous.
Jim Driskell

as

SGA
Cont. from pg. 1
as to whether the senate should
send recommendations or allow
President Dotty Tisevitch to
vocalize the new propsais in a
discussion with Dr. Rondileau. The
question seems to havealwa!,:s been
the form and personage in which the
reco~mendations would be vested.
Senator Jim Dushell repeatedly
called for the Senate to exe~cise its
legislative power and remove itself
from the executive branch. Other
senators, after stating the capability
?lnd past representation of Ms.
Tisevitch before the administration,
favored her expressing the
proposals.
The Senate, after defeating
motions introduced by Senators
Gray, Dushell, and Duplisia
initiating the Senate as a letter
writing body, voted to allow the
executive branch, namely President
Tisevitch, to bring forth the three
points discussed by the Senate..
The Senate, in other business,
referred to the Food Services
Committee a question as to the
policy changes for meal tickets in
. the commuter cafe. The referral was
made by Senator Bob Meehan who
noticed the change during his
dinner. Senator Meehan aware that
notification of such changes must be
made to both food panels of the
Student Union and SGA. No
notification was provided.
Notification has been provided to
SGA regarding dorm renovations,
however. The "Hill" will be done this
summer. This .wi1l include the
removal of the wall between Durgin
and Shea with the addition of a new
elevator. Renewal of Wood will also
commence this summer. Tilly will
close as a dormitory after this
semester due to the fire hazard.
Offices will be provided for
professors in that dorm.
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SGA Points to Facilitate Search
1) Equal represen·tation for students

with President Rondileau. A
probable plan of action is to
enlighten the college community
throught the COMMENT ,clubs,
organizations, and dorm officers,
then to enlighten the Board. of'l
Trustees, and if absolutely!
necessary, the utilization of outside!
pUblicity.
J
SGA also has taken further action
in empowering the legal aide
committee to employ a new lawyer.
The SGA lawyer resigned his
position last week in order to litigate
for a firm in Hyannis.

~Conductnationalsearch

3) Explore duplication of Asst. Dean Position
plus Allow committee to select chairperson

Cant. from pg. 1
Rondileau's recommendations. The which allows for the committee to voted to endorse the resolution in its a new Dean.
presiding head of the panel elect its own chairperson.
As of this writing, SGA will not
totality.
The Senate now hopes to appoint students to the search
In the president's proposal, the
members during the evaluations will
be Academic Dean Anderson.
chairperson was to be Academic convince Dr. RondiIeau of the top committee. President Rondileau has
These proposals by Dr. Dean, Dean Anderson. Dr. priority of the ·post of Dean of the full power of appointment.
SGA may take further action,
Rondileau were submitted to the Rondileau alluded to his need for a Students, and the necessary
SGA Senate last Tuesday, January representative of his view point in increase in representation to select after the meetings held Wednesday
18. The chamber, after a great deal his reasoning for this appointment.
of debate, concluded that these
The executive board, after
committee formation' and duties producing the resolution, opened
were inadequate. The rationale was the floor to discussion. Many
the nature of the post in question.
senators expressed the fear that the
The dean is responsible to the
resolution. itself was far too strong."
students. He or she is the
In fact, Senator Jim Driskell stated
administrative contact with
that the Senate was being far too
students. The post is unique in the
"heavy-handed with the President of
frequency of this contact.
the college in endorsing such a
The Senate announced three
resolution. in the first place."
( !
\\
points of the panel which could be
Another portion' of the senate
altered to remedy the situation of expressed the feeling that the
inadequacy. The points are: 1) equal
resolution did not"go far enough at
representation for the students
aiL"
serving upon the committee; 2) the
A friendly amendment was
conducting of a national search
moved by Senator Bob Meehan.
allowing for an enlarged scope of
The amendment proposed a few
applicants; and 3) exploration into
vocabulary and grammatical
the possibility of duplication of the
changes along with calling for the
SGA career counselling center and
committee's ability to elect its own
the Assistant Dean.
chairperson. The proposal election
The Senate sent an emissary, brought about a great amount of
President Dotty Tisevitch, to speak further debate among the
with Dr. Rondileau regarding these senators. Several senators called for
alterations. The outcome of the "the democratic way," while others
discussion was unfavorable. refused the strength of the motion
President Rondileau refused to itself.
revamp his committee formation.
The senators debated furiously
The executive board of SGA also upon the amendment until they had
.m~t.l)Jit~\[)r. Rondileau. ~I1~he . 8.~fe9ted thj% \l,O~~,~.Ql Jhe pr;9pq!?~"i."ifsil'~'i''')l\;';;:[''~''!;''\;;I~+('I\'':"jIY>#-·',,:\;.;·.~~';"ii'l-~'~.~I~(;~?:_~~~
rc'orl6~yed • the same opinion. for lack of two-thirds majority.
President Rondileau said he favors
Assistant Treasurer Lisa
triparite type gove'rnments, and if Gorman, after a waiting period for
the number of students was raised, recognition, moved to reconsider
the number of administrators would the vote. Discussion continued until
also be elevated.
Attorney General Joe Johnson
On Tuesday January 25, the suggested an executive session, in
executive board, in view of order to speack bluntly about the
President Rondileau's refusal, attitude of President Rondileau
Last semester, during the week of December 13, the Sociology Club sponsored a "Sant
recommended to the Senate further during their meeting.
Drive at BSC,/;and what a success it was!
action.
After' an hour and a half long
A total of $251 was collected from students, faculty and administration. This money was
The' form of this action is a session, the Senators voted to
used to purchase toys which were distributed to the children of the Paul Denver State
resolution. The essence of the adopt the amendment by Senator
School, to a local family and, with the help of the Bridgewater Fire Dept., to families in the
resolution is the endorsement of the Meehan. Senators Jim Driskell ;and
surrounding area.
three proposals of the previous Anne Drake voted, "yes, but with
Once again, the Sociology Club would like to say 'thank you' to the members of the college
week's Senate plus the amendment
reservations." The senate then

Soc. Santa, Elves Say 'Thanks'

a

community.

Day Care

C~nter

Meets Needs

0/ Older Students

by Laurel Sakariason
Have you ever wondered about the line of cars, parked at
various hours of the day, in front of Pope Hall, all bearing the
small sign in their window reading ECLC?
The Early Childhood Learning Center, located in the
basement of Pope, provides an excellent preschool program
. for 30 youngsters aged two-and-a·half and older. The only
requirement is that the preschooler be toilet trained.

Limited Budget
The center was started in J imuary, 1973 as a special project
of the SSC SGA, its sole means of support. The creativity of
the center's staff in using recycled and low cost materials, plus
the fact that student teachers and volunteers supplement the
three full·time professional staff members ma~e it possible for
the center to operate on a limited, low cost budget.
The ECLC, independent of the college, is governed by a
board of. directors . consisting of college faculty members,
parents of participating children and the SGA representive
Lynn Barsky.

Waiting List
Of those enrolled 20 are children of SSC students. The
remaining ten are children of faculty, employees of the college
and children from the community. Applications are obtained
from the director of the program Joan Larson. Children are
accepted on a first come basis with preference given to SSC
students. Presently, there is a waIting list of seven youngsters.
Joan hopes that the future will allow for expansion of the
.
center, which she sees as a great need.

Volunteers Beriifit
Both fathers and mothers, many of them older than the
average college student, leave their offspring between 8 and
9am, and hurry off to a busy day of classes and studies
knowing their child will be well cared for and will receive

benifit fro til a program combining learning and play.
The staff includes director Ms. Larson, head teacher Diana
Wermert, teacher Marion Rosenfield and countless BSC
students.
Early childhood majors, work/study students and others
gain much from participating in this program.

Regular Attendence
Although the$chool is of benefit to parents and student
teachers, Joan says " the main focus is directed to the
education of the child." It is not just a day care center.
Children must attend at least twelve hours a week on a
regular basis so that they may reap sufficient benefit from the
program.
The Center is open from 7:30 to 5 p.m. on days that the
college is in session.
Leslie Sadur is the mother of a four year old son .. She is an
older student and had been out of college for six years when,
. she returned last year.
Leslie said," The E.C.L.C. is very good for my son because
it gives him an opportunity to relate to male and female
teachers and to take advantage of some of the college
facilities such as the gym program and theatre productions. J
am also close enough to be available if he needs me. I came to
Bridgewater because of the Early Childhood Learning
Center ," she added.

and has two children. She is a registered nurse and a veteren.
After many years of working as a nurse, she returned 'to
school because she decided that she would rather be a
teacher. Attending school on the G.I. bill, Marion's children
Brian and Sarah, are both enrolled in the program.

Upon asking the children what they liked about school, a
variety of answers were given. Justin liked the toys and food
and is proud of the big buildings he makes with blocks.
Desane likes to come to play with Jessica. Jessica says/The
big, orange house is my favorite place." Children can be heard
in the cardboard and wood house playing mother and father,
with boys and girls . trying both roles for size.
All of the children agree that cooking is one of their favorite
school activities, especially since they get to eat the finished
product.
.'
When asked what they didn't like about !:ichool, there was
only one reply, "Colleen said,"Nothing." However when Joan
asked "How about the rest time," Colleen answered,"! guess
that's the only thing I don't like!/I

***

Children Enjoy It

The Early Childhood Learning Center needs your
support. Let SGA know you care by supporting their fund
raising efforts. The Director and Board are concerned about
the institution of the Dorm Authority and how it will affect the
Center. They do look forward to growth and expansion but
are uncertain about what the future will bring.

Marion Beckwith is also an older student who is married

Showing your support for th!3 Center can help it continue
to thrive.

j
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important meeting on Thursday,
February 3, at 7:30 p.m. in S-304. If you
are unable to attend, contact an Earth
Science and Geography Club official for
information on the deposit which will be
collected February 4.

Classifieds
for sale
1974 Mustang II white, blue vinyl roof,
blue interior, air conditioning, AM-FM
stereo radio, standard transmission, 4
speed, 5 radials,excellent condition,
27,000 miles, $2500. Call 828·0456
evenings, ask for Bill Breheny.

campus. Only $85.00 a month. This
includes all utilities. Contact Robin, 5865440.
Person wanted to share modem tri-Ievel
home in Southeastern Ma. $185.00 per
month, includes everything. Call 238·
9716.

Need to sell 10 speed bike. Kobe Capri-it
lists for $150, will sell for $100. Like new.
Contact Pat at 697·3022.

lost & found

Fluffy tan mitten is lost. Can't survive
1971 Dodge window van, 3/4 ton long with just one mitten. If found, please
body, 6 cylinder, automatic power bring it to the info desk in the student
steering, rebuilt engine and trans., body union. J will appreciate it.
rough but no large dents. $1200. Call
Sandwich at 888·3447 or Chandler
School, Dux. 585·4318 Joe.

ride/ riders

Women's Frye boots for sale-size BB.
Have only been worn adozen times. Will
bargain for reasonable price. Call Jan at
6974121.

1962 Black Caddy, 2 doors. Has new
tires and water pump. $150. ALSO: 1966
white Caddy convertible with red leather
interior. Has 4 radial tires, new exhaust
system, sticker. $500. Call 947·0715.

Riders wanted to share gas expenses.
Leaving hjkhjkgfdffdj
Need ride desperately from E.
Bridgewater to schooL Will pay $2.00 a
week for ride one way to school.
Schedule: MWF, 9:00 class; TX, 8:00
class. Live Y2 mile off rte. 18 at
intersection in E. Bridgewater by Dairy
Queen and Mobil Station. Call Sue at
378·2150.

Electric guitar Gibson 1971 Les Paul
Deluxe. Excellent condition. Must sell
$330 or best offer. Call after 3 at 1-384·
3411 (Wrentham) ask for Bob or leave
message if I'm not home.

Need ride from Brockton to Bridgewater
in morning and afternoon, Mon-Fri.
Hours from 7 a.m. to 3:30 p.m. Will pay
$12.00 a week. Call BSC697-8321, x 494.

1970 Opel GT. Good condition, radial
tires. Must sell $900. Call 697-8489 after
7:30 pm.

personals

wanted
Motorcycle, '100 cc·250 cc. Will pay
reasonable price. Preferably Honda.
Contact: Sandy Bourdon, 261 Plym~uth
St., East Bridgewater.
In desperate need of vehic~lar
transportation. Looking for a 68-70
American auto. Call Peter, x 432.

Applications for two vacancies on the
Student Union Program Committee are
available in the S.U. Information Booth.
Applications must. .be returned by
Thursday, January 27, 1977.

housing
Female roommate wanted to share 5·
room apartment with two other girls.
Own bedroom prOvided. 15 min. drive to

with double chocolate and the Murphy
split. Keep tokin' . . . I mean jokin'.
Number 9. We love you so Loin' much
we could shit! The cowboy (W.W.) is a
goner. Bossy and Joss from Marsh
vages.
Dear Butch-·Hi, again. Southie's a great
place to work, but I wouldn't want to live
there. Dorchester's good enough, but
Bridgewater is even better yet on the
weekends. And I will always keep on
trying 'cause togetherness brings peace
of mind. And I've finally found my peace.
We've got a few records to break. Next
summer is for Pisces, but life is one big
bladder infection. I miss you. One, four,
three, Robbie.
Cheeto: Have the best birthday ever.
The climb is getting tough, but you can
make it, belly and all. Love, the Raisin.
To Foxy Lady--Hi Sweets. How's
Virginia? Kiss me, you fool, but keep
your hands off. Remember, what goes up
must lands down. And watch for those
railroad tracks. People keep asking me
"How can a love so Wright tum out to be
so good?" And I keep telling 'em it's how
you dance. Lee, eat your heart out with a
bagel. Come again? Arlington 12,
Columbus 14, 10~e to love ya. Dot boy
Leslie and Linda, we are all sorry to see
you leave us. We've shared so many
laughs together. We wish you all the luck
in the world and hope you11 come to visit
us often. Love, the Demolition crew,
Karen, Gail, Carol, Ann, Leanne,
Lauren, Cathy, Rosemary, and
Elizabeth.

Cosmo's tip for this Friday night·-Barry
Brown, blues and folk guitarist, at the
Chameleon Coffeehouse behind Boyden
Hall. See you there ...

PIGS UNITE!!! This is a warning to all
BSC "girls" ··beware. Merry Pigsters
To Cubby, Beefsteak, Mr. Smelly, and
Henry's twin-·"l don't believe it" Love,
the Three Stooges

To' the editor (former), Mac, and
Amazon: Thanks for the roof over my
head ThanKsgiving. That was some kind
of Bridgewater hospitality and it did not
go unappreciated. Good luck! The Deli
The C.A. needs you. You need the C.A.
See your local C.A. leader.
"Friends are always together, even when
they are miles apart. .. " Bridgewater'
awaits the return of Robin-·Mary--Diane·Linda-·and Lydia. We miss you!!! "Old
Cape Cod"··Mary··Sue

To size 10: Happy Birthday, Barb and
Phyllove you very much. Good luck with
Mandy! Love, Squoze
Louie·-Happy Birthday! Sorry, but I
didn't have time to write a letter. What
can I say. Hope your 19th is as good as
mine was, maybe I'll even buy you a
drink. Be good. Love and kisses, Deba

Ma·elle baby: Happy 19th. That's really
George! Don't get "Gone With the
Wind," just "lJve and Let Die~" You were
"Born to Be Wild" if it doesn't turn you~
stomach. Munch out at McFriendly's

Classified Ad Form
Circle Heading:

FOR SALE
HOUSING

W,QN7ED

LOST & FOUND

PERSONAL
RIDE/RIDERS
OTHER: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _---'_ _ _ _ _--,-_ _ _ __

AdtoreadCl$follows: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

~

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Sat. Nite Live ... ALP Xmas Party. No.1
party of the season. Who decorated the
men's room with liquid contraband.
Jingle bells at 2 a.m. 1st weekend
brought King Rat to SSC. Another
successful punch_ Thanx Jo. Boys of
Beach, who was half in the punch?
Where's Brillo, never mind, everything's
frozen anyways. Welcome to Sandy,
Tim, Roy, John, and'aU other new ALPs.
Denise, was· that popcorn or birdseed
you were feeding us? Everyone can hear
what Brone got for Christmas. Loosely
clad women in the 519 area,footrub,
huh, Mike, right! We lost our witch but
we still have bitch. Newk lost the Holy 0,
guess we'll have to use his. Big bash at
the Hop Fri. nite, leather and grease for
everyone. All Family members be in
attendance because King Rat will be
there, in his own quiet way. We're still
having fun, and you're still the one.
D.M.··Ca\l me when your rules and
regulations no longer stand between us.
Hey, maybe you were right; it probably
would not have been worth the
inconvenience to you. But that hurts.
S.C.
Marianne: Well I finally made it. Never
thought the day wO\lld come. Look to
learning all about E. O'Neill, lunching at
noon, and rendezvous in the S.U. Love
you madly ... Happily? The White Rabbit
Mrs. 'Nard--Congratulations! Tons and
tons of best wishes for you in the play,
whales and whales of luck! Your
"technical advisor"

Z':u;m;~~one;. ______

C((!$$ijieds are free for all students
faculty, staff. and administration of BSC.

clubs

F_or_o_ll_ot_"e_TS.,...._ra_te5.--,or_e..;..JI_.50
______
pe_r_col_u_"'_n.,...inc_h.__
-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_--'-_-_-_--,-..:.. .,., , .:11• ..

Totalamquntenclosed: _. _ _ _ _ _ _ _,_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _--.:._....;:

E.S. & G. CLUB
All students who have signed up to go to
the Yucatan are asked to attend an

SAILING CLUB
Do you enjoy the wind blowing in your
hair? Do you enjoy the sun at your back?
Do you enjoy competition and meeting
new friends? How about the quietness
and solitude of sailing on a river or lake?
If the above appeals to you in any way,
join the other interested students here at
BSC at the meeting to reorganize- the
former BSC Sailing Club. Details are on
the Sports page of this issue of the
COMMENT.
COMMUTER ASSOCIATION
needs men.
needs women.
needs warm bodies!
Meet with c.A. on Tuesday at 11:00 a.m.
in SU2.

c.A.
c.A.
c.A.

CHORAL SOCIETY
The BSC Choral Society is in desperate

The BSC Choral Society is in desperate
need of basses (males with lower singing
voices) to sing in the Chorale, the large
mixed choir. If you like to sing, even if
you don't think you can sing well, come
and join us! We meet Monday and
Wednesday from 3·4 p.m. and Thursday
from 11·12 in the Library Lecture Hall.

miscellaneous
The Earth Sciences and Geography
Club and the Earth Science and
Geography Department sponsor a
lecture on "Ground Water Management
and Problems in Southwest New
England" by Dr. Michael F rimpten of the
U.S. Geologic Survey. The date is
Wednesday, February 2, at 7:30 p.m.
The public is welcome, coffee will be
served at 7:00 p.m. in room 5309.

., Insurance ID?
~hatlnsuranceID?
"Nature of injury?" she asked_
"Nurse, my whole arm is
bleeding!" I said.
USlue Cross, Blue Shield or
personal medical insurance?"
"1 belong to a medical expense at
college."
.
She looked at me, looked at my
arm, and asked, ''Your ID please?"
"That's a real nice picture, but 1
ment your insurance ID."
Insurance ID? Insurance ID!
"1 don't have one, they never gave
it to me," I knew she didn't believe
me. I knew my ID was somewhere in
the school's infirmary. I knew my
arm hurt.
"Over 500 cummuter and dorm
students have failed to pick up their
10'5," said Jeanne Smith pointing to
a box in her office filled with . the
valuable cards.
The BSC Student Health Plan, an

explremental model of school
insurance, is being considered for
implementation in other state
schools.
It offers students exte!,}sive
coverage in case of accident or
illness, surgery, lab fees,
consultation costs, dental
accidents, prescriptions and other
incurred medical expenses.
So, pick up your ID today, you
never know when you'll need it.
The infirmary also wants to
announce the administering of TB'
tests. This test is important to those
students planning to work with
children because Mass. law requires
anyone working in schools to be
tested at least every three years.
A TB clinic will ~e operating next
ApriLforstudenb whQJ;llan towprl., , ,.,...,,;
:Mth children in ~the ·tipd6riliri9i;y~~'i"'~~"~~

Student Teach,
Study Overseas
The Office of Teacher Preparation and Placement announces a
meeting on "College Programs Overseas." It will be held on Thursday,
February 3 at 11:00 a.m. in Student Union Rooms 206-207. The focus of
attention will be on student teaching and educational placement in other
nations.
Dr. Leonard Savignano, Director of the Center for International
Education of the Massachusetts State College System, and Dr. Robert
Freyermuth will be available to discuss future oppurtunities with you
including possible study abroad.
Students requiring further information should contact Dr. Walter
Adamson, BSC's International Education representative, at the Political
Science Dept. or Professor Auth u F. Baker in the Teacher Preparation
and Placement· Office, Tillinghast Hall.
Also, the Bureau of Teacher Certification and Placement is
maintaining. the same deadline as last year for receipt of college
institutional certification lists. All completed material must be received in
the Teacher Preparation and Placement Office no l~ter than Friday,
February 18.
'
Copie.s of the. certification. application form and a sheet providing
completIon deadlmes are available now at the reacher Preparation and
Placement Office.'

. Coffee Hour to Host
New Transfer, Frosh
On Tuesday, February 1~ all
transfer students an~ incoming
Freshmen are inviteq to attend ~
Coffee Hour in the Student Union
Rathskellar at 11:00 a.m.
On. hand will be . President Adrian
Rondlleau, the Deans of the
College, and other Administrators.
A.I~o, . SGA President Dotty
Tlsevlch.a~d C.OMMENT Editor
P~ul Brod:flck Will be there to give a
bnef outlIne of the role that the
student government and the college
ne.wspaper can play on the
Bndgewater campus.
..
Th e translhon
to a new school in

the middle of an academic year can
be hectic, so it is hoped that this
coffee hour will help students settle
in to the routine at Bridgewater with
minimal hassle. •
If you are unable to attend the
coffee. hour, or still have many
. unanswered questions, drop-in to
the office of Student Affairs, locat~
on the firstfloonofBoydenHall,just
to the right of the main entrance.
The people to see are: Dean Deep
ASSociate Dean of· Students,. Dr.'
D an Diethelm" Director of
Counseling or' Miss M
F'·'
aureen
Itzgerald, Director of Housing.
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Cultural Arts

Children's
Theatre

Sylvia Plath: Three Woman Show'
"Sylvia Plath," the critically
acclaimed stage play based on the
life of the Boston born poet, who in
1963, at age 30, committed suicide,
opens a limited run Thursday, Feb.
3 at 7:30 p.m. at The Boston Center
For The Arts, 539 Tremont St. Two
preview performances have been
set for Tues., Feb. 1 and Wed., Feb.
2 at 8 p.m.
A "time-bomb" view of the woman
as affectionate mother, bitter
rejected child and manic artist
whose personal insights were often

sharpened by a burlesque and
satirical sense of humor, "Sylvia
Plath" is being produced with the
exclusive permission from The
Royal Shakespeare Co. by
DaeDalus II productions (currently
performing an adaptation of
"Dracula") and is the only U.S.
engagement since its sell-out run in
N.Y. in 1974. The production is
performed by Deborah Jean
Templin, Naomi Kasnitz and Karen
Ross and traces Sylvia Plath's life
from· birth to suicide, throu~h her

most confessional works - "Ariel"
and "The Bell Jar." A scholarship
student and teacher at Smith
College, an editor of MADEMOISELLE. a friend of Robert Lowell
and Anne Sexton, Plath's work has
been described as "like walking on
broken glass."
Regular performances are set for
Thurs. and Fri_ at 8 p.m. and Sat. at
7:30 and 10 p.m. through Mar. 12.
Tickets ($4_95 ea.) can be had by
phoning 426-6210_ Group rates are

Hare is being played by Dave Finlay.
Jane Laffey is portraying the
Tortoise. Persons cast as the other
animals are: Richard Camuso,
Denyce Musial, Don Capen,
Maureen Bray, Joe Mullaney,
Michele Menard, and Brad Craven.
Appearing as humans will be: Joyce
Maciulewicz, Marcella McGee,
Matt Reilly, and Marianne Maloney.

Joy of Movement
Center

available~

Joy of Movement Center,
Cambridge; Watertown, Mass.American vaudeville dancing and
. Russian gymnastics (a form of
exercise that originated in the old
Russian ballet schools) are
highlights of two free open houses
set by The Joy of Movement
Center, in Cambridge (536 Mass.
Ave.) Sat., Jan. 29 from 10 a.m. 5:30 p.m.; in Watertown (23 Main
St.) Sun., Jan. 30 from noon - 5:30
p.m. Participatory-demonstrations
ranging in everything from ballet,
tap and swing to movement for
pregnant women, jazz, juggling and
discotheque, are planned. Open
house is designed for both children

NETC Convention
to be Held at BSC
The New England Theatre
Conference is presenting a
Children's Theatre Convention a1
Bridgewater State College on
Sunday, March 6. Tentativell,l
sc.heduled to perform are the
Bridgewater State College
Children's Theatre (directed by Dr.
Richard Warye), the New England
Children's Theatre Guild (directed
by Dr. Stephen Levine), the Just

The Bridgewater State College
Children's Theatre will present The
Great CroSS·Country Race (or The
Hare and the Tortoise) on March
10, 11, 12, 14, and 15. After the
performances here, the show win go
on tour in the area. The Great
Cross-Country Race is being
directed by Dr. Richard Warye.
Stage Manager is Paula Altieri. The

Around the Corner Players, anq the,
Boston College Children's Theatre.
Each group will present a
performance which will be followed
by a brief discussion. The
convention is being organized by
Suzanne Clancy who, along with
her husband Glenn, wrote ETC.,
Bridgewater's Children's Theatre
production of last year.

and adults of all levels of experience
and is an opportunity to enroll in
winte'r session (which begins Feb_
7)_ Phone 492-4680 for enrollment
and open house information
New Age Gatherings and the
Theater Workshop of Boston
present a Benefit for the Cosmic
Celebration, on Saturday, February
12th, at 8:00 PM, at· the Joy of
Movement Center, 536 Mass Ave.,
Cambridge, featuring the group "On
Wings of Song", and Nirmala
Cazden. There will be Sufi Dancing
and a Healing for Boston. Donation
is $2. For further information, please
call 482-4778.

Harpsichordist To Play
"-dlS~,ctto'Gatlery

DA YTONA BEACH
March 11-18
18-25
$208

plus 19% tax & service

March 11-20
18-27
$142 plus 15% tax
and service

* Rd. trip jet transportation from
Boston to Daytona
Beach
* Transfers from airport to motel

* Rd. trip deluxe
motorcoach tour
to Daytona Beach

* Free Beer enroute

Both Tours Include:
* Oceanfront accomodations at the Summit
Beach Motel located directly on the "Strip."
* Free live enterta,inment nightly· at the "Safari
Patio", "Hole", and "Wreck Bar."
* FREE BEER every night for one hour.
* Two barbeques.
* Discounts at various Daytona Beach
establishments.
.* Services at resident tour staff.
** Disney World, deep sea fishing, kit~henettes.
RESERVE NOW! LIMITED SPACE AVAILABLE
\

L

In keeping with exciting style, the Fine Arts Committee ofthe Student
Union is continuing to offer new, stimulating and varied forms of
entertainment.
.
On February 1, at 7:30pm in the SU Art Gallery, the committee will
present harpsichordist James Nicolson.
After attending Harvard College, Mr. Nicolson entered the New
England Conservatory of Music and earned his Bachelor of Music and
Master of Music degrees in harpsichord performance. He teaches at the
Belmont Music School and Northeastern, and also maintains a private
studio in Belmont, Mass.
The harpsichord he will play is based on the 17th Century instruments
made by the famous Ruckers family of Antwerp. It was built by William
Dowd of Cambridge in 1974. Mrs. Sheridan Germann of Boston, an
artist specializing in decoration of harpsichords, according to historical
techniques and styles, has bedecked the exterior of his ins~rument.
Those who have been fortunate to see a sneak preVlew of Mr.
Nicolson's concert say it proves to be very enjoyable and entertaining.
Ticket prices are 50~ for students and $L50 for the general public. A
reception will follow the performance.

Blow up'

• army-navy goo
.·camping'equipment

• war surplus.

.

your Valentine!

• work & fUh''Qtothes

portraits by
Cole
ca11697-6368
or drop in' at
History Dept.

• jeans, tops & more

OOWQI'
566 Forest Ave; Brockto{l, Mass.
,Next to Brest Auto. .
'Open 11 a.m. ~ 9 p.m.
,Mon. - Fri.
Sat: 10 a.m. --6 p.m.

Jet sales deadlineATTENTION

21 days before departure.

SGA ELECTIONS
CONTACT:Sid Tufts
Box 125
BSC 697-8321
or Ext. 356, 357
1

Sophmore Senator
Senior Senator
Nomination papers
available Fri. Jan. 28

ELECTION.. Feb. 9

General Assembly
Commuter Meeting
Tuesday, Feb. 1"
1977 at 11:00 a.m. in
S.U.2
Your attendence is
requested.
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Women's Sports Page

Women's B-Ball Takes Shape
When asked what outlook for the 1977
basketball season was, Coach Regina Gross
paused a minute, and then predicted "I
believe that the record established by this
team will have to be looked upon for quite a
while.
In the very near future Dr. Gross'
prediction, as well as her coaching skills, will
be laid on the line. With the opening tap of the
season only 4 days away, player-far-player
Bridgewater will be fielding its strongest team
ever.
Three players, two of them starters,are
gone from the team of one year ago that
topped off a 7-3 season with a State Division I
Championship. Despite this, BSe actually
looks stronger, and should be capable of
accomplishing more than ever before.
For one thing, there are the Seniors, who
make up just over half of the 12 member
squad. Judy Blinstrub, Joan Howard, Betty
Jenewin and Sue Walas are all strong
rebounding forwards with the ability of
putting points on the scoreboard as well as
playing defense. Kathleen Parker and Eileen
Tibbetts, a pair of 5'10" centers, have a
collection of moves in close, in addition to
poise in handling the back end of a press.
Karen Baptista is a 5'3" guard who can pick
apart opposing defenses with sharp passes
and dribbling, and can score from the outside
on in.
The fact that next season will almost
certainly be a rebuilding one for BSe with so
many players graduating, is a comparatively
small price to pay for the opportunity now of
fielding players of this caliber . In addition to
the talent and versatility in the likes of this
grouP. there is the added advantage of their
~xperlence· and· playing time together---three
seasons, two state tournaments and one

regional playoffs worth of it. Their experience
playing, and equally important, playing
together, is likely to be a key factor in the
outcome of more than one game this year.
Another big plus for Bridgewater will be it's
depth. In addition to the Seniors, the
remaining 5 players are all talented in their
own right. Doing their part to help make Dr.
Gross' decision of who-to-play-and-when
more difficult are Denise Beres zyniewicz ,
Mary Jane MueIlo, Rosie Griffin, Mary
Swiatek and Liz Sullivan.
Juniors, Muello and Griffin, both guards,
are key players up from last year's undefeated
Junior Varsity. Muello has a quick pair of
hands and a knack for threading passes
through defenders, and Griffin has a shooting
range that extends to beyond the top of the
key. Bereszyniewicz, also a Junior, is a 5'6"
forward with super speed and jumping ability.

Pool Record Set Despite Loss

Swim Team Beats Keene
BSe-Boston College

BSe-Keene State

BC spoiled the Bear's season debut,
downing Bridgewater 100·31. Despite the fact
that the Bears were beaten, they still came up
with some good individual efforts and pool
records. The 200-yard Medley Relay team of
Margo Mahoney, Kathy Dempsey, Sharleen
Raduazo and Jacqui Long set a new school
record in that event with a 2:06 clocking.
Dempsey was also responsible for 3 new
school records herself--2:30 in the 200-yard
Individual Medley (shattering the old mark by
6.6 seconds), 36.9 in the 50-yard Breaststroke
and 1:16.2 in the lOO'yard Breaststroke
(bettering the previous record by 6 seconds.

Schedules
1977 Women's BasketballSchedule
Tues. Feb. 1
Thurs. Feb. 3
Sat. Feb. 5
Tues. Feb. 8
Fri. Feb. 11
Thurs. Feb. 17
Sat. Feb. 19
Wed. Feb. 23
Sat. Feb. 26
Tues. Mar. 1

Give Brez a few more inches in height and
BSC would have a player able to take
advantage of the new legalized dunk shot in
college basketbalL.
Swiatek, at 6', the tallest player on the
team, and Sullivan, another key player moved
up from the JV, make things nice and secure
in the offensive and defensive rebounding
department.
The Bears will kick off the season at home
versus URI, a game which Dr. Gross feels will
have much bearing on the team's
performance for the remainder of the season.
Bridgewater has yet to bear URI, but last
year's narrow 77-741055, when the clock ran
out on BSC's comeback from a cold-shooting
first half and a 16-point deficit, indicate the
Bears are ready to turn things around.
The major offensive weakness that
Bridgewater displayed last year was a

URI
UNH
UConn.
UMass
Springfield College
Northeastern
Keene State
South~rn Conn.
Central Conn.
Worcester State

H
A
H
H
A
A
H
H
A
H

6pm *

3:30pm **
1:30 *

tendency to lapse into spells of very poor
shooting, which resulted in either leads lost or
close games turned sharply in the opponent's
favor. The graduation of guard, Bardy
Stevens, whose shooting hand was red-hot
the latter part of last season, further
complicates the situation. A closer look at
certain players' capabilities and/or a shift in
the team's style of play, however, could
effectively neutralize this weakness.
Defensively, it would help matters if the
Bears got their full-court press straightened
out, and also polished up on their man-to-man
defense. Both these things will be vital to
Bridgewater's hopes of knocking off the
stronger opponents on their schedule.
Overall, however, Bridgewater has never
looked better. They have the potential for a
very, very successful season. If things fall into
place, then this team's record should indeed
stand for quite a while.

Gymnastics
Returns to BSC

A 72-55 victory over Keene produced the
first Bears victory of the 76-77 season. The
200-yard Medley team bettered BSe's record
once again, this time lowering the time to

The woman's gymnastics team is back on
the scene again at BSe after a three years
absence, and is fast making up for lost time. A
double-win in an early December trimeet
enabled SSC to come back in style. Currently
2:05.3. Bridgewater swimmers copped firsts sporting a 2-0 record the team will be aiming
in 11 of the meet events ---Jacqui Long (1 and for a successful season to reestablish
3 meter diving), Kathy Dempsey (100IM, 50 Bridgewater's place in the area's collegiate
and 100 Breaststroke), Kris Lattimer (200 and gymnastics scene.
500 Freestyle), Margo Mahoney (50 and 100 In their seasons opener December 11, the
Backstroke) and Sharleen Raduazo (50 Bear's defeated Keene State 91-89, and
Freestyle).
'Cassleton (Vermont) 91-70, despite the fact
that they had very little time to preparefor the
BSe-Boston University
. meet: "Time was a factor in this meet,"
commented Coach Daniels. "Considering we
The Bears' first post-semester break meet had so little time to prepare for the meet, we
was versus BU. The loss of several swimmers didn't do as well as we can, yet were still able
over the vacation--Carol Thompson, Sue' to win." The 76-77 sqad IS dominated by
Mara, Jennifer Horsely and diver Jacqui underclassmen. Juniors Gail Anderson
Long, weakened BSe, and they fell 82-42 to Andrea Dox and Kathy Judge are the lon~
upperclassmen on the; ,team. The
BU. Bridgewater was al:te to manage only sophomores are Liz Devido, Annmarie
two firsts, both via Kathy Dempsey (2:30.7 in Kennedy, Sue Moore and Diane Newsham.
the 200 1M and 1:16.2 in the 100 FreshmenareSueGanley,NoraKenny,Julie
Breaststroke). Soph. Sharleen Raduazo took Mamuska, Laura Robinson, Lynne Scott and
second place in the 500 yard Freestyle, and in Linda Surman. Apprentices working out'with
the process posted a new school record with the squad are Andrea Haefiling, Betsy
Keenean and Dawn .Nyman. The team
her time of 6: 10.3.
managers are Jeffrey Marvelle and Debbie
Ross.

6pm·**

6:30pm **
6pm

**

1:30pm **
6pm **
1pm **
7pm *

* Varsityga,:"e only
** Varsity and junior varsity games

1977 Woman's Gymnastics

~uesday,

Feb. 1·
Thursday, Feb. 3
Friday, Feb. 11
Monday, Feb. 21
Friday, Feb. 25
March 10-12

Salem/UMass
Northeastern
VConn
URI/Conn. College
Boston State
EAIA W Regionals
Towson, Maryland

7pm Away
7pmAway
7pm Away
7pmAway
7pmAway

Gymnast Anne Marie Kelly works. out prior to a meet.
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B-Ball Team to Improve Record
By Tom O'Brien
Fitchburg -- Paced by freshman
forward Billy English's 15 points, the
BSC Basketball Bears knocked off
Fitchburg State 67-53 Tuesday
night.
The outcome was never in doubt
as the Bears jumped into a 9 point
'lead at 12-3 early in the first half.
Writers and announcers don't like
to mention it but the thing to wait for
was the f\nal score to see by how
much Bridgewater would win. Not
that the game wasn't exciting; it
was. The Bears played will
offensively using the fast-break
every chance they got. When a
game is played in this wide-opened
style it usually lends itself to much
action.
At half time Bridgewater had a 3219 margin to work with. Coach Tom
Knudson told me the Bears would
have to run in order to win. And they
did. The Falcons were unable to
keep up offensively with BSe. Over
the first twenty minutes of play only
three Falcons had scaned. Dave

Perkins

Rochefant tossed in 8 of his 14
points, Pete Previte had 6, and Ed
Romano had 5. That was it !
In the second half Fitchburg was
able to keep pace with Bridgewater,
being outscored only 35-34. The
Bears went up by as many as 23
points midway through the final half,
and they settled for a 14 point
victory.
Billy English was high scorer for
the game with 15 poirrts, followed by
Steve Crocettie and Terry Riley
with 14 each. Brian Parsans tossed
in 8 for BSC while Carl Boen, Doug
Daniels and Mike Boyle each had 4.
Jack Skalski and Mike Cheney had
2 each. ---Basketball Break-Aways -.. .I thought the officials provided a

lot of the excitement in the game.
Three different times it took them
about five minutes to figure out (A) if
the basket was good, (B) if there was
a foul committed, (C) was it the
offensive or defensive player who
committed the foul, and (0) once it
was determined which team had
committed the foul, the refs had
trouble figuring out who on that
team should be charged with the
violation. If total confusion can't
make a game interesting, nothing
can.
The Bears play Framingham
State tonight (Thursday) at the
Kelly Gym. BSC enters the contest
at 5-8 overall, 3 wins and 6 losses in
the Mass. State College
Conference.

VARSITY BEARS DUMP ON LOWELL 82·76
by Jo Merzigian
Total team effort was evident and brought the BSe
basketball team to an overwhelming 82-78 victory against
the University of Lowell.
Cooperation and coordination were the motivational
factors that made the Bears the outstanding team.
Off to a slow start, the Bears found themselves trailing at
the end of the first half of play 48-44. Returning from a much
needed rest the Bears, psyched to win and with a blast of
power, began to upset Lowell's fine defense.
With 7:28 remaining in game time BSC's Mike Boyie
displayed some fantastic moves with seven consecutive
points and a superb steal. Final score was a close, but
nevertheless impressive, 82-78.
High for Bridgewater in scoring were Brian Parsons 14,
Mike Boyle 13, and Terry Riley 12 points.
Leading BSe in rebounds were Parson's 9, Riley with 8
and Doug Daniels' 6. In total game rebounding Bridgewater
lead with 44 against Lowell's 33. Also, Bridgewater had a
total of 9 turnovers compared to Lowell's 12. Leading all
scorers were Lowell's Walt Makieg at 26 points and Steve
Oliver with 19.
The Bear's next game is tonight at 8pm as they host
Framin~ham State.
On Thursday January 20, Coach Charlie King's Junior
Varsity team played hosts to the strong University of Lowell
JV's.
'
The Bears slow defense hurt the team from the onset and
they found themselves behind 30-46 at the half. At the
beginning of the second half the Bears started to pull
together and came back. from their 16 point deficit to pull .
within 3 points of Lowell. The Bears attempt, however, was
not enough. The fine shooting of Lowell and' numerous
turnovers by Bridgewater accounted for the final scoreUniversity of Lowell 90, Bridgewater State 70.
Leading the BSC scoring was Steve "Hollywood" Haykes
with 25 total points, followed by Jim "Slim" Billings with 18.
Slim also lead all players in rebounding.
High for University of Lowell was McCafferty with 19 and
Bassett 15.
The JVteam now boastsa'4"ahd 2tecbrcL'

Wrestlers Bounce Back
After dropping two straight meets
the Bridgewater State College
wrestling team bounced back with a
tough 28-21 win over Maine
Maritime Academy at Maine on
Saturday.
The Bears after winning their first
two meets of the season over
Emerson and Norwich Colleges
were beaten by Western New
England College, 24-21, and by
Lowell, 35·20, before bouncing back
to up their record to 3-2.
Paul Luciano of North Andover
started the Bears off on the right
foot when he pinned Maine's Ken
Davis in the second period to
capture the 118 pounficlass. Tim
Townsend of Foxboro gave
Bridgewater their second pin as he

took Pat Lancaster down in the
second period to clinch the 126
pound class.
The Bears then picked up two
straight decisions to take a
commanding lead as Joe Resmini of
Wellesley gained a 7-5 decision over
Guy Mossnan in the 134 pound
class, while Pete Allain of Lawrence
decisioned Bob Jensen, 12-9, in the
142 pound class.
In the 158 pound class Mark
Cassidy of Saugus gave the Bears
another big win, as he muscled his
way to a 10·2 decision over Dave
Sapone. And- in the only other win
for the Bears, Gary Larson of
Medfield came off the bench to gain
his' second straight win, with no
defeats, as he pinned John Lec.
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MAA
Ass't

Publicity
Director
Jeff Perkins is a senior transfer
student here at BSC.He serves as
assistant publicity director of the
Men's Athletic Association.Jeff is
from Merrimac Mass. and went to
Pentucket Regional High
School. While in high school he was
active in varsity baseball and
footbaJl.ln his senior year he was
honorable mention to the Cape Ann
League All Star football team. Jeff
went to Plymouth State College his
freshman year where he played
varsity baseball. At BSC Jeff is
defensive end on the Pears team
and plays varsity baseball as well.
This year Jeff ,was selected'
honorable .mention ,to the New
England Conference All Star team.
He has become involved in mens
athletics and was elected to the
MAA this year. Jeff has shown great
concern for mens athletics. He like
several others on the board will be
graduation this year. It is up to the
male students at BSC to keep a
growing interest in mens athletics. If
you have any ideas or ,interests
which you feel should be a part of
mens athletics, Jeff and others OFl
. the MAA are willing to listen.

FL YING PIZZA
Telephone .697-8631
BridgewClter

delivery only
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ECAC First

BSC Goalie Scores
By Kevin Hanron
The Bridgewater State ice hockey team won three of nine
contests during the semester break, as the Bears went up
against the "iron" of ECAC Division II. BSe defeated Babson,
New England and Westfield State, but fell to Army, Colby,
Worcester State, Lowell, Ale and Salem State.
The highlight of the season to date has to be the power play
goal notched by BSC netminder Deacon Perrotta in a 10-4
loss to the University of Lowell. Perrotta, playing in just his
third game for the Bears since arriving from Thorold, Ontario,
made a contribution that no one ever expected as he tipped
home a Tim Moreau slapshot at 3:58 of the third period.
The spectacular play evolved as a delayed penalty was
called on Lowell in the vicinity of the BSC blue line. Perrotta,
instead of going to the·bench,raced up ice in a play devised by
coach Fred Johnson, and stationed himself seven feet in front
of Lowell netminder Jack Condon. Trl-captain Pat Galvin
passed the puck to Tim Morreau on the left point, who
blasted a 60-ft. slapshot along the ice. The 5 ft. 10 in. freshman
goalie then deftly maneuvered his goalie stick to deflect
Moreau's slapshot into the upper left corner past Condon,
who fell to the ice in disbelief.
Perrotta, mobbed by his teammates, was awarded the
puck and given a standing ovation by the crowd of 500 for his
record-breaking feat. ECAC officials stated that the only
previous goal by a netminder in college or professional
hockey occurred in the Central Hockey League in 1968 when
Michel Plasse, then of Tulsa and now playing for the St. Louis
Blues of the National Hockey League, fired a puck into an
empty net from his own end. But never has a goalie scored
with the opposing goaltender in the nets.
Unfortunately, Bridgewater State cannot depend on
goaltenders for its offense, or it might be undefeated this
season. Following is a summary of games played through last
Monday:
Army 10, SSC 4--The Bears travelled to West Point to face
execution by the Cadets' undefeated firing squad. BSC
actually stayed closer to Army than the final score indicates,
as they trailed by only a 7-4 margin with 8:22 left in the game.
Freshman center Matt Gillespie netted the hat trick while
Braintree's John Fisher contributed a goal and two assists in a
valiant team effort, Eric Morse made 35 saves in the
Bridgewater goal.
BSC 2, Babson l~-Exce\lent two-way hockey and
outstanding goaltending by freshman Eric Morse (30 saves)
characterized the upset victory. Hingham's Matt GHlespie
scored the winning goal at 18:26 of the middle stanza as the
icemen played their" best game of the season.
Colby 4, BSe 3 (O.T.)~-It's really disheartening when a
team from 150 miles away draws more fans than the Bears to
Bridgewater's own rink. But that's what happened December
22 as Jack Kelley's charges pulled out a heartbreaking (at
.- least for the few BSC fans) overtime victory. Former Boston
Tech All-Star Eric Morse again pJayed well in goal with 24
saves, but nemesis Joe Faulstich stymied the Bears with 26
saves. Senior tri-captain Tim Manning set up the dramatic
finish with a solo rush dow'n left wing to tie the game at three
goals apiece with 3:21 left in regulation time, but Colby's Paul
Spillane quickly extinguished BSC's hopes with his gamewinning goal just 22 seconds into overtime.
. BSe 8, New England 7 (O.T}-A sloppy but exciting game
saw the icemen come back from a 7-6 deficit as freshman left
winger John Fisher had the hat trick, including the tying and
winning goal at 6:06 of overtime. A sparse gathering at
Crossroads Arena on January 5 saw Fisher and Jake
McDermott score short-handed goals on the same penalty in
the first period_ Deacon Perrotta played well in his first game
for BSe, stopping 25 of 28 shots in 51 minutes of play.
Worcester State 7, BSe 4·-The Worcester State Lancers,
better known as the Worcester State Hackers, decapitated
the Bears enroute to victory, while piling up 30 minutes in
minor penalties. Curt Degan, Worcester's egotistical highscoring center. scored two power play goals but nearly cost
his team the game with 5 minor penalties. 'Degon showed his
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Goaltender Deacon Perrota performed an ECACjirst by scoring a
goal against Lowell State University.
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maturity by smashing his hockey stick into pieces each time a
blowouts, the Bears playa tough game against the Vikings
penalty was called on him. Defenseman Paul Kelly had 2
(13·2) and this year wC'\s no exception. The Bears had Salem
power play goals for the Bears, while Deacon Perrotta had 36
on the ropes, 4-3, with just 4:39 left in the game played at
saves in the BSe nets. Mark down February 16 on your
Crossroads Arena, as Wakefield senior Jim O'Leary scored
calendar, when ,Worcester comes to Crossroads Arena, as
two goals and Paul Kelly and Pat Galvin added the others. But
BSC should" be looking to demolish the .visitors
Salem came back .with. 3 goals in 2:32 to prevent a major
BSe '5, Westfield State 4--Brldgewater got ·off to"a.4~llead, ,'. upset, .' WellesleYfr~shman·Jake McDermott played an
at the end of two periods at the Springfield Olympia on goals
outstanding game with some tenacious forechecking and
by Kelly, McDermott, John Fisher and Pat Galvin. But
backchecking, andis an important cog in the first line with
Westfield took advantage of a SSC letdown in the third period
Palll Kelly and'Pat Galvin. Deacon Perrotta kept BSC in the
and, despite playing shorthanded for almost the entire third
game with 45 saves, and is becoming more confident in the
period, rallied to within one ,goal (4-3) at 9:49. But Pat Galvin
nets as the season progresses.
snapped a s.c::oring slump with his secon goal of the night to
CROSSCHECKING--Bridgewater State visits Holy Cross
insure the BSC victory. Bric Morse had 26 saves for
Friday night and Framingham State Sundayafternoon before
Bridgewater.
returning home against Bryant College with an 8 p.m. faceoff
Lowell 10, BSC 4--The Bears were forced to play without Paul
at Crossroads Arena in West Bridgewater on Wednesday,
Kelly' and .leading scorer Matt Gillespie (injured in a car
February 9 ...... The Bears are nearly finished with the "iron" of
accident that morning and out for the season with a chipped
their schedule and hopefully will win most of the remaining
bope in his right heel), and the remainder of the squad could
contests ..... .Injured Matt Gillespie still leads the team in
do little right against Lowell as the Chiefs jumped off to a 7-1
scoring with 16 points (10 goals, 6 assists), followed by John
lead and never looked back. Deacon Perrotta, Pat Galvin,
Fisher's 15 points (6 goals, 9 assists), Paul Kelly's 12 points (5
Tim Moreau and Jim O'Leary had the SSc goals. Perrotta
goals, 7 assists), Pat Galvin's 12 points (5 goals,7 assists) and
also made 38 .saves on 45 shots.
Jake McDermott's 12 points (6 goals, 6 assists) ..... Deacon
A.LC. 7, BSC 3··This was no embarrassment, as the
Perrotta is currently maintaining an 86.4% save percentage,
powerful (10-2) Yellow Jackets led by only a 4-2 margin with
the best of any BSe goalie in seven years. Of course~ the
4:23 left in the game. Joe Call, Tim Moreau and John Davis
season isn't over' yet.. ...The new BSe hockey cheerleaders
scored for Bridgewater, while Deacon Perrotta was
sure liven things up around Crossroads Arena, and their
sensational lin the nets with 46 saves.
efforts are appreciated by all in attendance at the Bear'shome
Sij.]em State' 6. BSC 4--Eve~y other year, in between
games.

St. Valentine's Day
College Mixer
Sponsored by BSe
Baseball T earn
Feb. 10 10pm 'til 2am
Admission $3.00
At the Venus De Milo
Swansea, Mass. 25
minutes south on Rte.
24--take Rte~ 6 exit to
Swansea.
Proper dress required
Featuring nationally
known singer
GARY PICKET
Sign up by Feb. 7 for
the bus in the SUo Fee
to be announced.
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MEN'S SWIM TEAM

Front row: Bill Govostes, Jim
. Gardner, . Ken Mierzykowski;
Russ Clough. Second row: Bill'
Pointon (mgr),Keith FalconerJ
Ken Curran, Dan Desmond, Mike
Tedoldi. Third row: Risa
Battistin; (mgr), Mark Mariani,
Tom MacMasters, Bob Duquette
Greg Boyd. Forth row: Dan
Trainor, Bob Quigley, Co-Capt.
Mike Arsenrult; Co-Capt. Rick
Battistini, Coach Yeskewicz.
Next meet is' Wed." Feb. 3rd at
home verses Babson.
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